From the Boundary Rope
208th EDITION

Day 1 - First Div ‘A’ - MCC 1st Team vs Edgemead CC played at MCC ‘A’
BARNES & CROWLEY STEP INTO WALLERS BOOTS

With Skipper Waller headed back to England, Barnes took over the reins, but although he has
been known for a good spinner, one can’t keep and bowl, so as skipper he found a
replacement in the spin department for Waller, namely our new unofficial Pro Crowley…
We missed Max and we wish him well for his English season.
Barnes winning the toss and with cloud cover, humidity and knowing the pitch gets better
later, he had no hesitation to ask ECC to bat.
Milne struck in over 4, Crowley this week brought his catching hands and took a good catch at
first slip, ECC 14/1. 3 overs later Doyle playing his trademark cricket was brilliantly caught by
Du Toit in the gully, a ball hit hard, but also good to see du Toit catching and holding again.
ECC 17/2.

Milne and Schwerin kept harassing the batters and Schwerin picking a LBW in the 13th, ECC
28/3.
Milne removed from the attack and Cloete coming uphill from the Noon end. It wasn’t until
The 25th over and the introduction of Crowley from the clubhouse end that Millies struck,
brilliantly caught by the ageing Schwerin to his right at slip. ECC 54/4.
Crowley next over has Mason LBW and again in the 34th over Copeland bags an easy catch
at mid-off. ECC 68/6. Copeland in the next over got out of the caught column and into the
wicket column with a LBW decision. ECC 88/7.
Crowley had the balls missing the off stump by “varnish” which was frustrating keeper Barnes,
and the comment was ……. “hit the f#cking stump”, naturally talking to the ball and not the
bowler!
Copeland got another caught Barnes and then the Skipper/Keeper ‘s wish of above came true
and Crowley had one hitting the “lovely” off stump, for use of a more polite adjective!
Lunch taken at 96/9, Crowley 6 minutes after lunch bowls the last wicket and ECC all out for
105 in 44.2 overs finishing with a Waller fiver 10.2 – 3 – 17 – 5 and to think he has kept wicket
most of his career!
Peters and Snyman, the young and the experienced, open for Millies.
Unfortunately, the young fall LBW after 2.1 overs for 1. Bowlers were keeping it tight and had
Millies fighting hard, losing Snyman in the 8th, Du Toit without troubling the scorers, bowled by
a wobbly full toss from LH spin, will haunt him days to come, out for 0 in the13th over.
MCC 24/3.
Crowley and RVH set about a partnership, before Crowley was adjudged LBW for 21, the
partnership worth an invaluable 41. MCC 65/4. Skipper Barnes enters and it’s not long before
he has ECC in his ears and looking to upset him, the umpires intervened and whatever was
spoken was for a very brief period stopped.
Van Harte caught at point for a well fought 33 had MCC on 78/5, still 28 off the ever important
first innings victory points. Van Blerk joined Skipper BB and pushed the score to 98 before
running “himself” out, but then Barnes caught at slip, Milne out for 1 and Schwerin stands
alone. MCC 99/8, still 7 runs off the vital 4 points first innings win.
Cloete gets a LBW decision and now left to Copeland and Schwerin, 3 needed, Copeland
survives a very confident appeal, MCC goes past the 106 and then the two relaxed and got
Millies to an ever important 30 run lead.
With a minimum of 13 overs left, but with 1hr 20 left in the day, small bags were the target.

No bets were laid on getting Doyles big bag with ten bats in, not for use, but to sell on the day,
Being reduced to a non-sale small bag next week.
Well so it was, 4 small bags and a lead of 8 runs, Cloete claiming 2, Schwerin and Copeland
one each.
Well, Millies happy to end on top of day 1, but will not get complacent.
All and sundry know the importance of this win, especially with United CC taking First innings
win and 78 ahead on the first innings against second place Vics.
Day 2, could steer MCC in the right direction to goals set at the beginning of the season, but
they need to arrive hungry and determined, it was only two weeks ago, that ECC dug their
heels in and held on for a well-played draw – can they repeat that?
REPORT COMPILED BY: COACH CRAIG

(We re-building and compliments to Brad, took over the captaincy like his hand fits into
his keeping gloves. Guys, no one needs to explain the importance of day 2, a clinical,
give nothing away attitude, leave the ECC to chirp themselves into defeat, we WILL not
fall at this stage of the season!)
Day 1 - Res ‘A’– MCC 2nd Team vs Claremont CC played on MCC ‘B’
ALL TO PLAY FOR ON DAY 2

Ok so I am as surprised as you are that I am writing this rope. I thought my days of 2-day
cricket were over but since the 2nds were a bit short of players I was happy to lend a hand.
Ok so the toss taken, Claremont win and decide to have a bat. We thought the decision was
strange but looking back at the result of the 1st innings scores, it would appear it was the
correct call.
We opened up with Roach from the clubhouse end and Devyn from the Vlei end. Roach was
bowling with some proper pace and hooping it around corners had the opposition skip knick
one off to Jamiel (Jaime) at 2nd slip who took a great catch. Straight at him but it flew quickly.
Dev picked up the next stick in the following over as he got one to cut back in and trapped the
James Taylor look a like in front. Paps took the next one behind as Dev knicked the No 3 off.
A few more wickets fell thanks to some luck in the field and some good catching meant that
the monties were at 75/6 after 35 overs. They managed to dig in a bit now until some
confusion between the batters and some clear thinking from the Pinnacle saw a run out
happen to break a 32-run partnership. Devyn and Brandon combined to make another great
run out happen with some accurate throwing from the boundary to see another run out. A few
slogs later we got the final wicket from the final ball as Claremont got to 129/10 after 60 overs.
Jaime and Andi both grabbing 3 catches in the innings.

Well we were happy with our bowling stint, could’ve been a bit better considering our start but
happy to only concede 129 runs. Turns out that 129 was 19 more than what we would
manage.
The Claremont opening bowlers bowled extremely well, they bowled good areas and got the
ball to nip around. We lost our 1st wicket in the 8th over with our score on 5 and only 2 of
those runs were off the bat. We struggled upfront with the ball moving around, our top 5
batters only managing 25 between them meant we were in trouble at 28/4 after 16 overs.
Now Rikus in at 5 and Paps in at 6 would put on the highest partnership of the game (not just
the innings) of 38 until Paps tried to smash one over point only managed to edge it behind to
2nd slip, out for 25. Rikus departed 2 overs later, Jaime not to long after that, Devyn and Andi
didn’t hang around for long which left Conradie and Roach in the middle. Now these lads
batted with maturity and control while they rotated the strike and hit the occasional boundary
putting on 35 for the last wicket in 17 overs making sure that we weren’t bowled out for 75 but
at least getting us close to the Claremont total.
MCC all out for 110.
The maths calculations were done, this meant that we had to (according to league
regulations) go back on to bowl 2 overs. The opp skip was not happy but obliged and went
out to face 2 overs.
Roach opening up again found the edge but the chance landed short of Jaime at 2nd slip.
Zarin bowled the last over of the day and made sure that one of the Claremont batters just
needed a small bag for next week. They end on 5/1 after 2. Effectively 24/1
Gents, this becomes a 1 day game now. Let’s go do this. Best you all bring your
commitamitament (not a spelling error, the lads will understand )
Big congrats to JC who notched up his Maiden MCC ton for the 4ths. Well done BOY!
REPORT COMPILED BY: BRETT PAPAYANNI

(Guys, it’s yours if you want.)
Res ‘C’– MCC 3rd Team vs played
HEADL DELAYED START, ROCK HARD OUTFIELD, UNCUT PITCH, TOILET BREAKS, TOP BATTING
AND "CLAIMED CATCHES INE

Peter Peter Peter - ooooh eh eh
This game was postponed due to a fixture mix up, hence the Sunday game became available
away at Bonties.
A wet pitch meant a delayed start but with the toss won by Millies the opposition found
themselves batting first. Before we get into the game I'd like to add that we had a player leave

the field during the game for an half hour bathroom break. The questions that we all were
asking were asking were "why so long, why did he take his changing bag, why was his floppy
still on his head and why was he taking pic in the loo"
Peter Peter Peter - ooooh eh eh

Bowling
On a quick outfield meant that our bowling had to be tight and our fielding had to be spot on.
Kyle Hoefer set the precedent by bowling with discipline in great arrears. He was rewarded
with 2 wickets in his 6 overs for 17 runs. Peter (before leaving the field) backed Kyle up and
had a couple of chances go down off his bowling. Slimz, Warne, and Schoonraad all helped
out in the bowling department but in the end it was the two spinners that proved to be most
effective. With a lightening quick outfield and strong wind fielding was a challenge so lots of
work has to been done in this department. A special mention must be made of Keegan Warne
who bowled very well at the end of Bonties innings and was unlucky not to get any wickets.
Keegan's fielding and energy on the field is outstanding and we really appreciate his efforts.
The opposition were restricted to 234.
Batting
Bonties had a trump card with an under 19 province bowler in their armory they tooled to the
field. Their secret weapon bowled with real pace and discipline and lots of pace giving the
opening batsmen a bit of trouble. Kassie and Michael worked through the tough times and
were rewarded with a fruitful partnership. Kassie fell for a well earned 28 and Michael Gillespe
for a well earned 62. Michael is beginning to show his class this year and is batting with
confidence. Swartzy replaced Ryan and turned over the strike at will adding to another

meaningful partnership with Michael. Swartzie experience showed as he challenged the
fielder. When the fumbled the ball a single was taken.
Werner enter and crisply hit a ball to immobile and not one of Bonties better fielders. To
everybodies surprise and outstanding catch was taken which saw the end of Werner. Renick
entered and never left until the game was over in the 45th over. The big man bludgeoned the
bowling to all parts of the ground hitting the ball as sweetly as ever. Dillon Smith(Rhino)
entered an worked the ball around feeding Renick the strike. Slimz replaced Dillon and the
remaining partnership with Renick saw the team home. Renick ended on 81 not out and
eased a lot of pressure on the boys from the Millies.
Team spirit, comradeship and fun were the order of the day. There was a good vibe which the
new players brought into the team. The game ended as a win for Millies and we take some
confidence into the next game. To chase down a decent score is one of the better feelings a
team can enjoy and share and we were privileged to that.
Notables
Bowling
Kyle Hoefer - 6 overs 2 for 17
Batting
Michael Gillespe - 62
Renick Ambrose - 81
Mention must be made of Kassie and Swartzy for the contributions of 28 and 20 respectively.
On we go chaps. Keep the confidence, vibe, smile and performance going. Was a happy day
of cricket on Sunday and it was a privilege and pleasure sharing the field with all of you.
Don't forget fielding practice this week.
REPORT COMPILED BY: SLIMS MUDALI

Res ‘G’ MCC 4th Team vs Primrose played at Bosmansdam
BOKSBURG PUNISHES AT THE DAM

With a last minute call up from the 2nds, JJ Rebello was asked to take over the skipper duties
for the day from Papayanni. Primrose arrived at the “Dam” having been our only nail bitter of
the season thus far, Millies beating them in the previous reverse fixture by a solitary wicket.
Having lost the toss, the young eager Primrose team elected to have a bat first. Opening the
bowling was the usual partnership of Aidan Wessels and JJ. Aidan once again showing his
pure class beating the outside edge at will, it is surely a matter of time that this young man
gets called up to play 2-day cricket. His bowling maturity clearly evident, his line, length and
execution are commendable. Let’s continue to blood our youth! Both Aidan and JJ picked up
a wicket in their respective spells.

Millies fielded horribly for the most part of the day which helped Primrose in their effort to set a
target. Pappin and Heyne bowled in good arears through the middle overs which restricted the
visitors to a modest run rate. Maggerman who left the field (to visit the toilet) returned to bowl
a great depth spell in partnership with Johnny Sass, Primrose all out for a competitive 176.
Notables: Magerman 2-32 in 9
Heyne 2-28 in 9.
Sass 2-15 in 3.
Opening the batting on the day was JC (Boksburg) and Greenfield. Greenfield seemed in a
hurry to go watch the Arsenal game and got himself out early. Not to be perturbed by the early
loss of his partner Boksburg put his head down and worked extremely hard to negotiate a
decent spell of swing bowling. All along Johnny Sass looked to be finding form of last season
punishing the over pitched balls, only to give it away on 20 off 27 balls.
Enter Leon “the club man” Baird. Baird and Boksburg built a solid partnership, with Boksburg
bringing up his 50 off 54 balls. After the drinks break Boksburg looked eager to get on with it
and soon raised to 81, the message was sent from the sideline, 20 runs to win and 19 runs for
Boksburg to bring up his century (it was soon realised that this was incorrect maths).
Nevertheless, what transpired therein was purely entertaining, Baird decided to block an entire
over of pies to give JC his opportunity to get his maiden club ton. JC’s last ten scoring shots
were as follows 4,6,6,4,4,6,6,1,4,4. A superbly entertaining knock, his second 50 coming off
just 13 balls, madness!!! JC ending off on 110* runs off 78 balls and Leon Baird on 21* off 37.
Millies winning by a solid 8 wickets with 18 overs to spare. Well played gents it was an
absolute pleasure, JC you biscuit, may it be the first of many for the Stags!
REPORT COMPILED BY: BRETT PAPPAYANNI

(Well done JC and team, keep the momentum!)
3 ‘A’ MCC 5th Team vs Bergvliet CC played away
DROPPED CATCHES, DODGY RUN OUTS, ROTWEILLER DROOL AND TWO NOT OUTS...

What a day!!! After beating HHH last week a team in the top 3 of our league we moved on to
our next challenge. Bergvliet at Bergvliet on the Stamp field. Renick won the toss and chose
to bowl as per usual.
We opened the bowling with our team veteran (Martin) and team pro (Bassanova). Martin
took the first over and we don’t know what caused this offence of Ginger on Ginger violence
but it happened. Martin decided to beam the Gingerbread batsman with his first ball of the

innings. Tension and both gingers flared up worse than the fires we’ve been having lately but
with the second delivery he got his control back.
Bass from the other end was doing his thing spinning the batsmen left, then right and then
around his legs. He got the Gingerbread batsmen out bowled around his legs in his first over.
That was just a taste of things to come. He struck again in his 4th over when he bowled their
Pakistan import. First change bowlers Kean (Oh Hull) Hayes and Blayde (I need a hairclip to
bowl) Burger. They kept things really tight going for only 7 runs and claiming a wicket in their
6 over partnership. Kean got the breakthrough by pleading with the umpire and telling him that
he is a Liverpool supporter so the ump felt sorry and stuck the batsman. Lenny (I’m going to
bowl all batsmen into form) Naidoo came on just before drinks and started off well.
After drinks Lenny and Blayde continued and Lenny struck with a great delivery to bowl the
batsman. Blayde put in his hairclip and tried to deceive the batsman with his good looks and
muscle flexing but to no avail. They just thought he was out of their league. Top bowling
though from the 3A poster boy ending with figures of 6 over 2 maidens 0/18. Lenny’s got
moered in his last two overs and went from 3- 1/15 to 5 -1/39. Bass replaced Blayde and got
bitch slapped, across the line slog by Frodo’s little brother in the houses…… where the
dreaded Rottweiler incident took place. Martin and Matt went to retrieve the ball and as soon
they saw Marti they went crazy, it’s like they knew he was trying to steal their souls. Luckily
Matt calmed them down, got the owner outside and we got our ball back slightly worn and
wet….. From drool.
This did help with reverse swing but more swing from the batsmen as Dildo Baggins smashed
Sias for another 6 before he struck. I don’t know who cheered more. Bass or the batsmen as it
was his first time hitting a 6. Glad to see you give back to reach for a dream Bass, Gives guys
like Silver hope to smash a few 6’s in their career. His very next ball struck leaving him on a
hatrick with his next delivery against Wynberg next weekend. The team pro ended with figures
of 7 4/29. Renick (the steamroller) Ambrose took over from Lenny and started off well until his
last over. Kean took over from Bass and did great until he got pumped for 20 in his last over.
Kean ended with figures of 6- 1/30. Ambrose was using the dog drool to his advantage and
the ball was reverse swinging like Waqar was bowling it. He got smashed as well in his last
over for 14, ending with 4 – 0/26. Blayde closed off the innings well going for 9 in the last
over.
During the innings we dropped some key catches that cost us a lot of runs. Silver had two
difficult chances. One low down to his right off a bottom edge and then instead of pulling off a
FAF catch, he pulled a fat and got fingertips to one at 2nd slip. Lenny padded one for 4 and
Matt Lloyd almost got control of one in the deep. So instead of 140 odd they got 176 / 7 in
their 35 overs.
To our innings.
We welcomed back Liam (I’m betterer than my sister Kean) Hayes. Liam and Bassanova got
us off to great start with Liam smashed a boundary through point off the first ball.

Bass took the more …… agricultural root and his first 4 scoring shots were 4.4.4.4 then he ran
two two’s and then got caught for 20. Fresh off a 50 in his last innings Wes (I’m finding form
not Nemo) Green came in to join Liam and carried on where he left off last week. It did take
him 9 balls to get off the mark but he soon found his timing. Liam didn’t last long and went out
for 12. (Be betterer). A newly revived Matt (the wall) Lloyd came in and as per instruction he
consolidated the innings along with Wes. They got us to 76 at drinks and then straight away
after Matt fell for a very patient 7. (You did what the team needed pal, great effort even though
the runs don’t show it). Next in at the crease was Chris (I’m not sure if I’m still Michael Clarke
because of Sias) Silver………and 3 balls later he was out for a duck.
Time for the Steamroller to step up for a Captains knock.
After facing 2 balls Ambrose got a half volley and smashed the cover off the ball back at the
bowler. The bowler dropped the ball and deflected it on the stumps by accident and Wes was
run out for 36 (so unlucky. Sorry pal). Blayde (I’m too sexy) Burger strolled in next. Ambrose
got off the mark, and took the strike only to call a cheeky single to cover off next ball and
Blayde was so surprised /shocked that he was trying these new things as he usually takes
cheeky singles to 3rd man that he was caught stranded and run out for a duck without facing
a ball. (Our team pro’s opinion was that you should back up #justsaying). Now the pressure
was on and the chirps were flying as Keegan G came to the crease. Together with his
Captain they put on an 86 run partnership.
They ran well between the wickets and Keegan was rotating the strike along with soft touches
and cracking shots. Renick was smashing anything on his legs and driving through covers. In
the 31st over we needed 6 to win and Ambrose decide let’s get this done and flicked the
bowler through mid-wicket for 6.
Keegan (plonker) Gillespie got his top score for the season with 42* while Ambrose fell just
short of 50 with 48*
Notable moments:
Sias with his 4 wickets
Blayde’s hair clip and economical bowling
Keegan with 42*
Renick with 48*
M.O.M was giving to Keegan for a top effort at the end.
T.F.C was Blayde due to the fact the he abused the Captains Kit, gave away unneeded
overthrows, for bowling with J9’s hairclip and for not paying J9 on time for scoring.

REPORT COMPILED BY: RENICK AMBROSE

3 ‘C’ MCC- B 6th Team vs Blue Downs played away
FALL 2 RUNS SHORT IN A GREAT GAME OF CRICKET

After a couple of late personal changes, we all set to play Bluedowns in Bluedowns. Arrive at
the venue, lovely grass wicket outfield not too bad, brown (everywhere is) but the outfield was
rock hard! Captains walk out to the middle… Toss lost and Bluedowns elects to bat.
As has become the norm, Malcolm Hillebran and Bruce Mitchell takes the new ball and gets
the match underway. Malcolm and Bruce both struggled a bit to hit their areas consistently
and both the openers was taking advantage of the loose ball that was on offer during the over.
Neil Perish replaced Malcolm and Sinclair Taylor replaced Bruce. Neil bowled well getting
some swing and purchase and managed to pick up a wicket in his 3rd over. He kept it tight to
some good batting. Slinky was happy to be back on the park after a 2 month lay – off. He
used his experience and bowled well picking up a wicket in his 2nd over.
Josh Karpas was introduced after Neil finished his spell and Josh turned out to be the pick of
the bowlers. Josh was bowling in good areas and was not scared to give it bit of extra flight
when needed. Josh picked up 2 wickets and only conceding 19 runs in his spell of 6 overs.
The other 5 overs was made up between Ian Garcia and JJ Theart. With the lighting quick

outfield Bluedowns ends exactly on 200, with their on opener batting really well scoring 114
and not giving any chances. They got the runs on the board, not it is our job to chase it.
It was up to Eben Human and Neil Perish to face the new ball and open the batting to which is
rather a large chase. They got off to a steady start with Neil taking on the short stuff and not
looking to worried. Eben was steady on the other end just rotating the strike. Neil was the first
to go when he top edged one and the catch was held. Billy Peyper comes in at 3… 3 overs
later and Eben also skies one. Dewald Myburgh joins Billy and they start working hard
together. They applied themselves to the situation and started building towards a platform for
the big hitters to finish the game off. The two ran very well between the wickets keeping the
scoreboard ticking and the bad balls were sent to the fence. Going along steadily Dewald
misplayed one and a top edged it, with the keeper making a diving catch. Was a very good
partnership scoring 89 between the two of them.
Malcolm joins Billy and the partnership did not last long as Billy tried to take on the spinner
after he reached his 50. Billy stumped. Next in was Josh Karpus, and Bruce Mitchell followed
him, both not troubling the scores. Malcolm on the other end was playing shot freely and kept
scoring at the asking rate. JJ Theart then joins Malcolm and scores a quick 20 to keep things
alive. Ian Garcia in next and things are looking good with Malcolm hitting the ball all over the
park.
2 overs to go… 19 runs required… 1 over to go 8runs to win. Ian on Strike. Ian gets Malcolm
on strike, Next ball, Malcolm bowled by one that kept low, important wicket for the opposition.
It was just too much for the last batsmen to get and we fell 2 short. 198.
Was a great game of cricket played in good spirits!
Special Mentions:
Josh Karpas 7 – 1 – 19 – 2
Billy Peyper 52 (53)
Malcolm Hillebrand 37 (37)
Dewald Myburgh 24 (35)
REPORT COMPILED BY: DEWALD MYBURGH

(So close, yet so far……… if only I didn’t bowl that wide, if only whatever – but great
game was the winner for both teams!!!!!)
3 ‘D’ MCC- B 7th Team - BYE

3 ‘D’ MCC- C 8th Team vs played
CREAKING 8TH TEAM SURVIVE TRIP TO LANGA

Nine brave men were all Millies could muster for our game at Langa in spite some frantic
Saturday calls. Ironically the 7’s had no game so picking 11 players should have been a

doddle. In retrospect, safety concerns proved groundless. We made the 20-minute trip down
the N2 to Langa grounds with no problems and we had a beautiful, lush, green field, decent
prepared pitch and cricket complex all to ourselves.
Kevin Barnes was delegated to toss but we lost and Langa opted to bat first. We started with
Byron Boonzaaier (0/21) and Kevin Kruger (2/31). They really put their backs into their
bowling but with only 9 players, there was a lot of ground to cover and they could not stem the
runs. After 10 overs Reggie (0/31) and new player Neo Leie (0/49) came on and Reggie was
unlucky not get some scalps. Neo shows promise.
Langa’s top scorer (73) lived a charmed life and was dead in the water LBW before he scored
a run but we got no LBW’s at all. The final 8 overs were shared between Mike van der Merwe
(2/20), Kevin Barnes (1/28) and myself (0/18) taking some serious tap with Langa posting an
eye-watering 223 runs.
Set to score at more than 7 runs per over was going to be a big ask. Langa had a full team
and bowled steadily at our openers Reggie (13 run out) and Mike v/d Merwe (a sparkling 53!)
well done Mike. Kevin Barnes (40) followed and put on 84 runs with Mike. Some attractive
shots from Kevin B with anything short pulled or cut to the boundary. We ended with 130/5
with no significant contributions from Badenhorst, Ackerberg, Kruger or skipper for day being
on 3* at the end.
So Millies well beaten but the game was played in a good spirit with Langa making us sweat
and gave us a good butt-kicking. Nevertheless, morale was high with a frosties enjoyed by all
thanks to Kevin Kruger.
REPORT COMPILED BY: WRAY VAN SCHALKWYK

PREMIER LEAGUE MCC LADIES - DEFAULT WIN
HEADLINE

Until next week…………….
From the Boundary Rope was edited by Coach Craig
Thanks for the respective input from the roaming reporters / skippers.

